KINVARO FLAP SYSTEMS

Modern design, innovative technology and functional movement
comfort for wall cabinets.
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Folding.
Up-and-over.
Parallel lifting.
Top-hung lifting.

The perfect synthesis of innovative design
and functional movement in keeping with
the contemporary interior lifestyle culture.

The perfect
movement
solution
for every
application.
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Kinvaro flap systems.
For top requirements in design,
technology and operating comfort.

Wall cabinets continue to rank among the most favored
storage solutions. And they are destined to remain so,
thanks to our extremely functional and comfortable flap
systems. Kinvaro is range of intelligent movement solutions that not only meet the diverse requirements

Whichever flap you
open – the exclusive
folding, parallel lift, upand-over, and lift-up flap
systems ensure perfect
access and maximum
freedom of movement.
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With all the space available
at the top of cabinets.
The only limit is personal choice.

Kinvaro flap systems redefine the principle of the classic wall cabinet.
Stable and reliable movement systems, easy and silent in application,
ergonomically well-designed and comfortable to operate – these are
the special ingredients for modern storage concepts. Kinvaro flap
systems represent the perfect synthesis of innovative design ambition
and functional movement in the spirit of modern furniture culture.
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Super.
Slim.
T-Slim.
6 KINVARO T-SLIM

Technological advancement means pushing limits. Until recently
it was completely unthinkable that a strong flap stay could be
fully integrated into the side wall of a wall cabinet. Kinvaro T-Slim
makes this vision a reality. In this respect the new flap stay truly
crosses the frontiers of physics. It is a pioneering achievement of
the GRASS developers. Engineers have succeeded in reducing the
size of the complex mechanics of the flap-up fitting to a compact
12 mm. Twelve millimetres that will change furniture making.
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The 12 mm, slim,
monolithic design
looks like a formal
work of art that can
be harmoniously
integrated into any
furniture cabinet.
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Invisible?
How does that work?
Mill. Mount the fitting.
Clip on the cover
cap. That‘s it! This is
how easy technology
can be. The milled
cavity for Kinvaro
T-Slim only measures
12 x 155 x 185 mm
and is possible from a
cabinet wall thickness of 16 mm.

To put it in a nutshell – the fitting and front connection are milled in.
The invisible flap stay is not magic, but was a quest of the GRASS
product developers. Their goal of creating the thinnest lift-up flap
fitting of all time and integrating it completely into the cabinet wall
meant the birth of Kinvaro T-Slim. The result is an extremely slim
flap fitting that can even be milled into furniture with a cabinet
wall thickness of 16 mm. The Kinvaro T-Slim is even satisfied with
a cabinet milling thickness of 12 mm and a front milling thickness
of 13.7 mm. These values make it possible for Kinvaro T-Slim to
create a perfectly integrated unit with the piece of furniture.
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Even the screw-mounted
version of Kinvaro T-Slim
looks like a lightweight
construction kit. Its
slender appearance
hardly suggests the
power that it conceals.

Milling – no thanks.
Can I do without it? Of course!
Just screw the fitting on.

If you don‘t want to mill the wall, you can screw on the fitting. Sounds simple – and it is! Kinvaro T-Slim can naturally also be mounted on the side wall of the
cabinet in the usual way. A simple adapter makes the integrative T-Slim fitting a
classic screw-mounted type - without losing any of the elegant, lightweight character. On the contrary. A quick look into the open flap cabinet is sufficient to see
that the Kinvaro T-Slim also looks great as a screw-mounted version.
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Sample calculation: With
three Kinvaro T-Slim units
and a cabinet height of
350 mm, lift-up fronts
with a total weight of up
to 9.6 kg are possible; this
corresponds approximately to a wooden front of
1,800 mm with a thickness
of 19 mm.

A strong trio for a
wider span.
FRONT HEIGHT

Wide fronts are as popular as ever. Their advantages are particularly obvious
on wall cabinets. Wide fronts avoid irritating gaps – and when wide fronts are
opened, much more storage space is revealed. This aspect could be summarised with „open once, access twice“. We have naturally developed an intelligent
solution for such front formats. For cabinet widths of more than 1,200 mm we
recommend planning the installation of an additional Kinvaro T-Slim fitting.
This creates a powerful trio that increases the load capacity by 50 percent.

FRONT HEIGHT

250 MM

13.5

350 MM

MAXIMUM FRONT WEIGHT

MAXIMUM FRONT WEIGHT

KILOGRAMS

KILOGRAMS

FRONT HEIGHT

FRONT HEIGHT

9.6

450 MM

550 MM

MAXIMUM FRONT WEIGHT

MAXIMUM FRONT WEIGHT

KILOGRAMS

KILOGRAMS

7.5

6.1
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Kinvaro F-20.
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The ideal folding flap system
for handle-free fronts.

The Kinvaro F-20 folding flap system moves flaps smoothly and safely –
and really comes into its own on handle-free cabinet fronts. When a
folding flap is opened, the spring-assisted function guarantees smooth
movement and holds both flaps securely in any position. The opening
angle can be selected and set individually with a stopper function.
Even heavy flaps can be closed extremely gently and silently with the
Kinvaro F-20, thanks to its integrated, adjustable damping mechanism.

The two-part front folds
upwards to provide
optimal access to the
entire storage space.
The particularly smooth
movement sequence
is enhanced by the
integrated, adjustable
Soft-close damping.
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Opens even heavy fronts effortlessly
and with elegant movement.

Kinvaro L-80.

The single front opens in
parallel with the cabinet
and remains fixed in any
position. Parallel lift flap
systems are very elegant in
their movement, extremely
stable and particularly well
suited to cabinets with
kitchen equipment. Ideal for
large, handle-free fronts.

Large fronts open upwards in a smooth, even motion, with absolute
precision and in parallel with the wall cabinet. This is made possible
by the spring-assisted opening function of the Kinvaro L-80. The
closing action is another experience to behold: the integrated Softclose damper system is fully adjustable and ensures a smooth and
uniform closing action for all flap weights. Importantly: the front
will remain in any required position – irrespective of flap weight and
material. The flap can be made of wood, glass, MDF, with narrow or
wide aluminum or wood frames – with L-80 you have the choice.
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Kinvaro S-35.
Modern appearance which
swings elegantly into position.

Not only does it permit the flaps of wall-mounted kitchen cabinets to
open with the ultimate ease and close with gently damped motion:
The Kinvaro S-35 also lifts flaps up at an angle above the cabinet and
elegantly above cornices, pelmets and attached lights. From an angle
of around 45°, the Kinvaro S-35 holds the flap firmly in any position,
safely leaving the user with both hands free. The spring force of the
fitting can be adjusted with maximum ease both for lightweight natural wood flaps and for heavier versions in MDF or glass. The Kinvaro
S-35 is also available for handle-free kitchens and for all popular
fronts with narrow or wide wood or aluminum frames. Integrated
Soft-close guarantees extremely quiet, gentle closing action.

The single front lifts up
above the cabinet at an
angle and remains fixed in
any position. Up-and-over
flap systems are extremely
stable and particularly
well suited to cabinets
with cornices, pelmets
and attached lights
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Lift-up flap systems for light
to medium-weight fronts.

Kinvaro T.

The best of modern design with intelligent, silent technology. The Kinvaro T-series extends the wide application
range of the GRASS flap system family to include small,
lightweight flaps. The really impressive aspect of the
Kinvaro T-65, T-70 and T-75 flap fittings is not just their
innovative functional capability. The standardized look
allows them to blend in seamlessly with the aesthetic
styling of contemporary kitchen and functional furniture.
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The single front opens
up comfortably with a
gentle lift movement.
The particularly elegant
movement sequence
is enhanced by the
integrated, adjustable
Soft-close damping.
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Kinvaro D – the stylish
flap stay with pull
cable stay opens drinks
compartments, folding
downwards to finish flush.

The flap stay with pull cable for elegant
furniture with drinks compartment flaps.

Kinvaro D.
The flap holder with cable stay extends the range of applications to
drinks compartment flaps; it is available in two versions, Kinvaro D/M
and Kinvaro D/S, for different flap sizes and weights. Both versions can
be fitted on the right or left depending on the situation. They are easy to
fit – either horizontally or vertically depending on the depth of the cabinet.
The opening angle and the length of the cable can be adjusted to personal
requirements. With its three colour options, i.e. white, Night and Smoke,
GRASS offers three elegant options for matching different furniture
designs. Both versions are fitted with opening damping systems. With
the larger version, the Kinvaro D/M, the closing action is also damped.
With this version it is also possible to individually adjust the spring force.
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Feel more WOW.

GRASS GmbH
Grass Platz 1
6973 Höchst, Austria
T +43 5578 701-0
info@grass.eu
grass.eu
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